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Community Response to Foreclosure

Impact:
» Increased and sustained vacancy
» Increased blight and crime
» Strippers, scrappers, squatters, and reduced
maintenance

» Radically reduced housing values
» Erosion of community fabric and stability

Responses:
» Preserve value and secure properties
» Reoccupy houses

Community Response to Foreclosure
Preserve Value and Secure

Contact the owner
Challenge: Confusion or lack of information about who
owns or is responsible for property
» Provided educational presentations and publications
outlining the foreclosure process and ownership
process
Challenge: Lack of affordable access to information
about ownership
» Raised funding to perform and provide ownership
search information
» Created video and in person tutorials demonstrating
how to use available online resources
Challenge: Inadequate response from owner or
company charged with security and maintenance
» Sought municipal response to enforce maintenance
codes

Community Response to Foreclosure
Preserve Value and Secure

Reach out to the City
Challenge: Confusion or lack of information about who
owns or is responsible for property
» Passed a Vacant Property Registration Ordinance
Challenge: Inadequate resources to address blight issue
through code enforcement
» Responded by initiating safety and blight remedies at
the community-level

Community Response to Foreclosure
Preserve Value and Secure

Initiate community-led response
Challenge: Increase security by disguising vacancy
» Landscape maintenance: mow lawn, pick up leaves,
plant annuals
» Park cars in driveway
» Plow snow
» Put up holiday decorations
Challenge: Increase security and prevent entry
» Board up property: to reduce negative aesthetic paint
board to resemble window, paint to match house, or
paint mural
» Light up property: solar powered motion lights
» Patrol property: install chime alarms, community
patrol, private security patrol

Community Response to Foreclosure
Preserve Value and Secure

Initiate community-led response
Challenge: Funding activities and sustaining largely
volunteer workforce or nontraditional organizations
» Created mini-granting program to provide up to $5k
to fund security and blight mitigation ($750k to 165
organizations impacting 5k properties)
» Testing Special Assessment District to self impose
additional tax to pay for security and snow service
» Utilizing youth volunteer force and community service
through alternative workforce

Community Response to Foreclosure
Preserve Value and Secure

Initiate community-led response
Challenge: Creating neighborhood impact with propertylevel responses using limited resources
» Frequently evaluate vacancy and conditions with
surveying
» Utilize youth
» Assemble data and based on condition, ownership,
vacancy, assets, and market activity
» Gain consensus on goal of intervention
» Outline prioritized activities, choose target areas, and
assign responsibility
» Establish measures of success

Community Response to Foreclosure
Occupy Houses

Initiate community-led response
Challenge: Identifying available properties
» Consolidating information from various sources
» Working with intermediaries like NCST to access
inventory
Challenge: Getting homes occupied
» Creating viable stock by acquiring and rehabbing
» Creating marketing plan for neighborhood
» Working with local realtors to increase knowledge of
neighborhood amenities
» Lonely homes tour of vacant and available properties
» Providing incentives to homeowners
» Targeted populations like fire and police
» To bridge appraisal gap
» Establishing community lending institutions

Lessons Learned

» Resident engagement and leadership is
IMPERATIVE
» Education and data provide a necessary
foundation
» Get consensus on goal and match responses
» Response can’t be singular or short-lived
» Know your market
» Need to balance planning and immediacy
» Funding must hit the ground

Lingering Impacts/Future Challenges
Challenge: Low values and persisting decline in physical
stock
» Negative or low equity from foreclosures impacting
investment and maintenance in physical structures
(both investors and owner occupants)
Challenge: Tax foreclosures
» More than half of property owners are not paying all
taxes (incomplete foreclosures, investors)
» 20k foreclosed last year, over 35k eligible this year
» Weak demand leads to expanding municipal
inventory and decreasing resources

